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ABSTRACT 

Optimization of holonomic as well as non-holonomic multi body sys
tems is presented as a nonlinear programming problem that can be solved 
with general-purpose optimization codes. The adjoint variable approach 
is used for calculating design derivatives of a rather general integral type 
performance measure with respect to design parameters. The resulting 
equations are solved by numerical integration backward in time. A multi
step integration algorithm with order and step-size control is adapted for 
this application by including an interpolation scheme. Numerical experi
ments and a comparison to the common approach of approximating the 
gradient of the performance measure by finite differences show that high 
efficiency, accuracy, and reliability are achievable. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Modeling technical systems with multibody dynamics programs is a well
accepted approach for analyzing the dynamic behavior of such systems. Im
plicitly, such a modeling procedure involves a parametrization of the me
chanical system by design variables such as the total mass and moments of 
inertia of each body , dimensions of the bodies, and damping and stiffness 
coefficients of coupling force elements. In recent years, computer codes have 
been developed for generating the equations of motion for multibody sys
tems automatically in numerical or symbolic (onn [I]. Allhough pre- and 
post-processing of muJtibody system programs have been improved, there 
is still no general approach for systematical ly optimizing the dynamic be
hav ior of multi body systems. 

In general , the optimization of a design requires several iterative steps of 
successively analyzing a given design and finding a better onc from thi s 
infonnation. Analyzing the dynamic behavior of a multibody system is a 
very time-consuming task, because it involves numerical integration of or
dinary differential equations over a rather long time period. In order to re
strict the number of these costly steps, one should choose an optimization 
algorithm with good convergence properties. Numerical experiments have 
shown that methods using design derivatives are much more efficient than 
no-derivati ve methods. Approximating the design derivatives by finite dif
ferences requires evcn fewer perfonnance evaluations than using no-deriv
ative algorithms. Comparisons of several optimization algorithms have shown 
the sequential quadratic programming (SQP) algorithm to be one of the most 
efficient methods (2 , 3]. This algorithm, however, has the drawback of us
ing design derivatives of objective and constraint functions with respect to 
the parameters of t~e optimization problem . Thus, efficient generation of 
these sensitivity functions is the missing link between multibody system 
analysis codes and satisfying optimization algorithms . 

In principle , there are two different approaches for generating additional 
equations for computing design derivatives: the theoretically simple direct 
differentiat ion method and the numerically more efficient adjoint variable 
approach that is applied in this paper. The adjoint variable approach is closely 
related to the theory of optimal control . It is used extensively in design 
sensitiv ity analysis of structural systems (4 , 5]. Because of the linearity and 
symmetry of the equations in structural dynamics, the same algorithms can 
be applied in computing the nodal di splacements and adjoint variables. For 
nonlinear multibody systems , thi s is not possible. The structure of the ad
joint equations depends on the formulation of the equations of motion and 
the type of performance measure considered . 
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Haug [6] has applied the direct differentiation method and the adjoint vari
able method to multibody systems given by differential-algebraic equations. 
In the present paper, however, the multibody system kinematics is described 
by Lagrangian coordinates, which results in equations of motion described 
by ordinary differential equations only. The performance measure includes 
the generali zed position, velocity. and acceleration coord inates. 

In Section 2 of this paper , the general optimization problem is formulated . 
The dynamic behavior of the multi body system is described by ordinary 
differential equations. For the objective function , a rather general integral 
formulation is given. In Section 3, the adjoin( variable method is applied to 
the dynamic system for computing design derivatives with respect to design 
parameters. In Section 4 , algorithms for solving the equations of motion and 
the differential equations for the adjoin t variables are described , and an ex
trapolation method is provided for checking the gradients by finite differ
ences. Examples that show the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed methoo 
are given in Section 5. 

II. MULTIBODY DYNAMICS 

A multibody system is an idealization of a technical system where bodies 
are considered as rigid , i.e., nondefonnable. These bodies are connected by 
ideal links and force elements without mass such as springs, dampers, or 
acti ve elements (Fig. I) . 

The equations of motion for multi body systems can be written as 

Y = V(/ , y , z , p) (I) 

M(/, y, p)z + k (t, y, z , p) = q(/ , y , Z , p) (2) 

where the dot indicates differentiation with respect to time [7J. Nomencla
ture is presented in Table J. 

For mechanical systems, the kinematic relation of Eq. I is linear in ve
locity coordinates z . If there are holonomic constraints only, the degrees of 
freedom for position and velocity are equal , Le., g = f, and usually z = 
y is taken for the generalized coord inate velocity vector. However, some
times it is advantageous to introduce new generalized velocity coordinates, 
even in the holonomic case. 

In general, not all parameters of a multibooy system must be considered 
as variable for optimizing the design . Some of them may be kept constant 
due to given technical restrictions . Thus, the parameter vector p E R h in
cludes only parameters of the multi body model which can be varied within 
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Fill. 1 Multibody system. 
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TABLE 1 
Nomenclature 

BESTLE AND EBERHARD 

generalized coordinate position vector 
generalized coordinate velocity vector 
degrees of freedom for position 
degrees of freedom for velocity 
kinematic relation 
mass matrix 
centrifugal and CorioHs acceleration vector 
generalized external force vector 
parameter vector 
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given ranges for optimization purposes; i.e., 

k = I to h (3) 

The lower and upper limits pi and p" can arise from the physical meaning 
of the parameters, e.g., P. 2: 0 for stiffness and damping coefficients, or 
from technical requirements. If the parameters are not independent of each 
other, implicit algebraic relations 

cf>(p) = 0 (4) 

or combined restrictions such as 

cf>(p) 2: 0 (5) 

must be considered as constraints of the optimization problem. 
The equations of motion of Eqs. I and 2 must be augmented with initial 

conditions for the generalized position and velocity coordinates at some fIXed 
starting time to. In general, these initial conditions depend implicitly on the 
parameters p; i.e., 

cj,O(,o, yO, zO, p) = 0, cj,°:R x R' x R' X Rh--+ RE, 

acj,° 
det-o ¥ 0 

az 

(6) 

(7) 

For determining the initial state yO and ZO uniquely, the lacobians of cliO and 
cj,0 must be regular. 

To evaluate the dynamic behavior of a system, it is necessary to define 
a measure of performance. A rather general form is given by tile functional 

" 
"'(p) = G'(t', y', z', p) + r F(t, y, z, z, p) dt (8) J,o 

The first term includes the case in which special values for the final state 
y', z' or a minimum time t' must be achieved. The second tenn is a func
tional evaluating the trajectories of the generalized position, velocity, and 
acceleration coordinates within a time interval [,0, t']. The final time t' may 
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be fixed or given implicitly by the final state, 

I' :H'(/', y', z', p) = 0, H': R x R' X RS X Rh --+ R 

. dH' aH' aH' aH' 
H':=--, =-, +-, vJ+-, iJ#O 

dl al ay; aZj 

(9) 

Although the functions G' and F depend on state variables, the function 
!/J is determined entirely by choosing special values for the parameters p, 
since Eqs. I, 2, 6, and 7 can be interpreted as implicit differential-algebraic 
constraints determining the state variables. Therefore, the problem of opti
mizing multibody systems can be reduced to a nonlinear programming 
problem, 

subject to constraints 

minimize f(p) 
pERil 

c;(p) = 0, i E E 

c;(p) 2! 0, i E I 

k = I to h (10) 

where E is ·the index set of equality constraints and I is the index set of 
inequality constraints. The objective function f(p), as well as the constraint 
functions c;(p), can be algebraic or of the type given by Eq. 8. 

In recent years, many algorithms have been developed for solving such 
a general programming problem [3). For good convergence of these opti
mization algorithms, reliable gradients of the objective function and all con
straint functions with respect to parameters p must be computed. For al
gebraic functions, the gradient can easily be found as the derivative with 
respect to the parameters. The sensitivity of the more important function 
type given by Eq. 8 to changes in the parameters must be considered in 
more detail. 

III. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF A FUNCTIONAL 

Ignoring the structure of the function !/J given by Eq. 8 and regarding it 
as a function of p only, a linear Taylor approximation yields 

d!/JT 
!/J(p + <1p) ~ !/J(p) + - <1p = !/J(p) + V!/JT(p)<1p (II) 

dpp 
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From this, the coordinates of the gradient V.p can be approximated by finite 
differences 

.p(p + ..:lpek) - .p(p) 
V.pk = ..:lp , k = I to h (12) 

where ek is a unit vector with its k-th element equal to one, and ..:lp is a 
small parameter perturbation of the k-th parameter. Such finite differences 
are often used in optimization as a simple way of computing the gradient 
of a function approximately. 

Applying finite differences to dynamic systems has two disadvantages. 
First, approximating the whole gradient by finite differences requires h ad
ditional evaluations of the function .p for perturbed parameters and each eval
uation is a time consuming dynamic analysis, i.e., a numerical integration 
of the equations of motion. Second, it is not known a priori how to choose 
..:lp. A large parameter perturbation will result in errors due to the linear 
approximation, and small parameter changes will result in errors due to the 
limited accuracy in computing the value of function .p by numerical inte
gration. It is desirable, therefore, to have more analytical information about 
the gradient. 

There are two approaches for computing the gradient with additional equa
tions [6]: the direct differentiation method and the adjoint variable method. 
In the direct differentiation method, the equations of motion are differen
tiated with respect to the parameters, resulting in differential equations for 
sensitivity functions of the state variables. Solving these equations requires 
about the same computational effort as computing finite differences. There
fore, the adjoint variable method is preferable and will be discussed in this 
paper. 

To derive the desired relationships, it is advantageous to usc the varia
tional theory. The parameters Pk are regarded as independent, although there 
may be relations such as Eq. 4 that need to be considered for optimization 
only. Further, it is advantageous to use index notation with the summation 
convention; i.e., if an index occurs twice in an expression, summation over 
all possible values of that index is implied. The range of possible values 
will be clear from the context. 

Regarding the function .p again as a function of p only, i.e., .p = .p(p), 
the first variation is 

(13) 
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On the other hand, considering the structure of the function in more detail, 
which means considering also the dependence of 1/1 on the state variables y, 
and Zj and the final time which must be varied, the first variation yields 

f" (OG') oG' oG' 
81/1 = W' + F'8t' + 8F dt = -, + F' 81' + -, 8y: + -, 8zJ 

,. at oy, OZj 

" oG' f (OF of of OF) + - 8p, + - 8y, + - 8zj + -. 8ij + - 8p, dt 
op, ,. oy, OZj OZj op, 

(14) 

where F' := F(t', y', z', ;i', p). The variation has produced new variations 
81', 8y" 8zj, and 8ij that depend on the parameter variations 8p,. This de
pendence is clear from the fact that the state coordinates and the final time 
are determined by the parameters, i.e., y = yet, p), z = z(t, p), t' = t'(p), 
and the definition of the variations, 

dt' 
81' = -8p" 

dp, 

dy, 
8y,(t) = - 8p" 

dp, 

. di· 
8iit) = -' 8p, 

dp, 
(15) 

The final state y' and z' depends doubly on the parameters, since both the 
state itself and the final time depend on p; i.e., y' = y(t'(p), p), z' = 
z(t'(p), p). The first variation, with Eq. I, yields 

dy· dy· 
8y: = -' 81' + -' 8p, =: v:8t' + 8'y, 

dt " dp, " 
(16) 

(17) 

where 8'y := 8y(t') and 8'z := 8z(t') are variations of the state taken at the 
final time t'. With these definitions, Eq. 14 simplifies to 

,I ,1 

. oG' f of oG' f of 
81/1 = (G' + F')8t' + -, 8'y, + - 8y, dt + -, 8'zj + - 8zj dt 

oy, ,0 oy, OZj ,. OZj 

f" of (oG' f" of ) + -. 8ij dt + - + -dt 8p, 
,0 OZj op,,' op, 

(I 8) 
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where 

. , dG' dG l dG l
, dG l

• 

G :=-, =,+-, v, +-, ZJ 
dl dl dYi dZj 

(19) 

Equating Eqs. 13 and 18 yields a relationship for computing the gradient 
VIjI, if the dependent variations lil', liy" lizj, and liij can be eliminated. Im
plicit dependencies of these variations on the independent variations lip, are 
given by fIrst variations of the differential equations of motion (Eqs. I and 
2) and the algebraic equations (Eqs. 9, 6, and 7) for the final time I' and 
the initial conditions, 

liy-liv=O (20) 

Mliz + liMz + lik - lJq = 0 (21 ) 

liH' = 0 (22) 

lJcI»0 = 0 (23) 

lJci,O = 0 (24) 

These constraints must be multiplied by Lagrangian multipliers or adjoint 
variables, respectively, and added to Eq. 18. Choosing special values for 
the adjoint variables will then eliminate the dependent variations. 

Equations 20 and 21 are differential constraints for liy and liz, respec
tively, which hold for the total time domain [,0, I']. Multiplying them by 
arbitrary adjoint variable vectors JI.(I) , JI.: [,0, t'] -> RI and V(I), v: [,0, t'] 

-> R", respectively, and integrating them over the time interval yields 

i" [. dV, dV, dV, ] 
lL,liy, - IL, - liy, - IL, - lizj - ILl - lip, dl = 0, 

,. dY, d2j dp, (25) 
for alllL,(I) 

(26) 
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As mentioned above, the equations considered have been regarded as con· 
straints on Sy and 8z. Thus, the total lime derivatives of these variations in 
the first terms of both integrands must be eliminated by integrating these 
terms by parts, 

, , " f" [ . av,] f" av, IJ.;S YI - J.Li8 Yi - p.j + J.L,- By; dt - J.LI- 8zj dl 
,0 oy; ,0 aZj 

- f" 1", av, dl 8p, ~ 0, for all 1",(1) (27) 
,0 OPt 

(28) 

where the definitions SOy := 5y(l) and SOz := f)z(tf) are used. 
Equation 21 must be considered twice . since it is not only a differential 

constraint for 8z but also an algebraic constraint for SZ. Multiplying it by 
another adjoint variable vector ~(t), ~ : [,0. (I] _ R'. without integrating it 
by parts, yields a relationship similar to Eq. 26. 

for all <.(1) (29) 

Equations 22 to 24 hold only for a fixed time. They can be multiplied by 
Lagrangian multipliers Tl E R . ~ E R', and "rio E R', respectively , which 
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will also be called adjoint variables in the [ollowing: 

I . I I I aH
I 

I I aH I 1 I iJH
I 

T H 51 + 'T -I 5 YI + l' -. S zJ + T - Sp. = 0, 
iJYi iJzj iJPi 

for all T' (30) 

(3 1) 

For deriving these relations, consider Eqs. 16 and 17, liyo = SOy. and 8zo 
= BOz, which is implied by assuming thaI initial time to is fixed and does 
not depend on the parameters. 

Now, Eqs . 27 to 32 can be subtracted from Eq. 18, without changing the 
value of 84/1, for any choice of the adjoint variables, to obtain 

f" [aF av, (aM_ a(k. - q.»)] } + - + p., - - (v. + <.) --i. + dr 8p. 
/' apt apt OPt iJPJ: 

(33) 
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The aim of this procedure is to eliminate all dependent variations. This can 
be achieved by choosing the adjoint variables in such a way that the re
spective coefficients vanish. From Eq. 33, 

0 1 +FI 
,.1 = . I (34) 

H 

iJG I iJH' ILl = - - ,.1 - (35) 
'iJyi iJyi 

I I iJG
I 

I iJH' II;.,M . = - - ,. - (36) 
"II iJzl iJzl 

J J 

iJF 
e.,M." = -iJ. (37) 

Zj 

. iJvl (iJM.... iJ(km - qm)) iJF 
lLi = -ILI- + (11m + em) -- Z. + - - (38) 

iJYi iJYi iJYi iJYi 

. iJVi (iJM mj iJM mj ) 
IImM ... = -lLi -iJ - 11m -iJ- + -iJ- Vi 

Zj I Yi 

iJ(k., - q .. ) iJF 
+ (II .. + e .. ) - - (39) 

iJzj iJzj 

o iJ4I! _ 0.,,0 
1/ .. -iJ 0 - II.,IYl... (40) 

Zj 

o iJcJ/t _ 0 0 iJ4I! 
{I -iJ 0 - lLi - 1/ .. -iJ 0 (41) 

Yi Yi 

With this choice, Eq. 33 can be equated to Eq. 13. Since the remaining 
parameter variations £'p, are independent, this yields the desired relationship 
for computing the gradient of '" with respect to p. 

d", iJG
I 

I iJH' 0 iJcJ/t 0 iJ4I! 
V",,=- =--,. - - {/-- 1/m-

dp, iJp, iJp, iJp, iJp, 

" f [iJF iJvi (iJM... iJ(k .. - q.,))] + - + lLi- - (II .. + em) --i. + dl 
" iJp, iJp, iJp, iJp, 

(42) 
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Assuming symmetry of the mass matrix, these equations can also be written 
in the more convenient matrix notation, 

ii' +F' 
7

1 = . 
H' 

aG' aH' 
.... '=--T'-ay' ay' 

" aG' ,aH' 
Mv =--T-

aZ' aZ' 

aF 
Ml: =

~ aZ 

av T a(Mz + k - q) T aF 
Ii = - - .... + (v + ~) - -

ay ay ay 

av T • a(k - q)T aF 
Mil = - - .... - Mv + (v + ~) - -

az az az 

dIjl aG' aH' a«l»°T a4»°T 
VIjI = - = - - T' - - - (l - - '110 

dp ap ap ap ap 
r' 

i [aF av T a(Mz + k - q) T -I 
+ - + - .... - (v +~) dt papap ap _ 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

(51 ) 

The set of equations must be solved in the order given above. First, the 
algebraic equations (Eqs. 43-45) must be solved for T' • .... '. and v'. Then. 
the differential equations for .... and v can be integrated backward in time. 
and Eq. 46 must be solved simultaneously, since the adjoint variables ~m 
play the role of substitution variables. Finally, '110 and (l can be computed 
from Eqs. 49 and 50, successively. 
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For linear holonomic time-variant systems 

y=z (52) 

M(I, p) :i + P(I, p) z + Q(I, p) y = h(I, p) (53) 

Eqs. 47, 48, and 5 I simplify to 

(54) 

aM aF 
Mv = -II- - - v + pT(v +~) --

al iJz 
(55) 

acl aHI acJ>°T acj,°T 
VI/! = - - TI - - - to - - "10 

iJp iJp iJp iJp 

" 1 [aF a(M:i + Pz + Qy - h) T ] 
+ - - (v + €) dl 

,0 iJp iJp 
(56) 

IV. COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHMS 

Forward integration of the equations of motion and backward integration 
of the adjoint equations must be considered as a unit. Since the adjoint equa
tions depend on the state coordinates, enough information must be stored 
during forward integration for reconstructing the trajectories of the state co
ordinates when integrating the adjoint equations backward in time. 

A. Forward Integration of the Equations of Motion 

Forward integration is started by computing the initial values of the state 
from the initial conditions in Eqs. 6 and 7. If they cannot be solved explicitly 
for yO and zO, an iterative algorithm must be applied. Subsequently, the equa
tions of motion can be solved by numerical integration algorithms. It is ad
vantageous to evaluate the functional in Eq. 8 simultaneously as the solution 
of the following initial-value problem: 

. 
I/! = F(I, y, z, :i, p), /il{1~ = 0, IE [l, II], 

I/I(p) = CI(II, yl, Zl, p) + /il{(1) (57) 
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Thus, evaluating the function '" once implies the numerical intt:gration of f 
+ g + I ordinary differential equations over [to, t']. 

In general, the equations of motion for technical systems are complex and, 
therefore, it is time consuming to evaluate the right sides of the equations. 
Multi-step integration algorithms have been shown to use the least number 
of function evaluations of all common algorithms for intermediate to high 
accuracy requirements. For this reason, the integration algorithm STEP de
scribed by Shampine and Gordon [8] is applied. Controlling the integration 
error is only possible by using step-size control. Thus, the forward integra
tion will generate a mesh with unequally spaced mesh points, and the state 
coordinates will be known at these time points only. For local error control, 
the user must provide tolerances E"" and E.", for relative and absolute errors 
in the state coordinates, respectively. Then, the local error ei in the i-th state 
coordinate Xi will be limited to 

(58) 

The final time (' is found by checking the sign of H' after each step. If 
H' changes sign during a step, there must be a solution of the final condition 
(Eq. 9) in this last step interval. An approximation for (' is computed by 
applying a root solver, and the final state is approximated by interpolation 
[8]. 

B. Backward Integration of the Adjoint Equations 

Applying the same integration algorithm to the adjoint equations will gen
erate a mesh that does not coincide with the mesh given by forward inte
gration. Although it can be shown that the adjoint equations with backward 
integration and the equations of motion locally have the same eigenvalues, 
the mesh will be different, due to the different terms on the right sides of 
the respective equations. Thus, interpolation of the trajectories of the state 
coordinates cannot be circumvented. 

Due to this interpolation, multi-step integration methods also have an edge 
on single-step algorithms. Multi-step methods already use an interpolating 
pol ynomial supported by values given at the mesn points and the optimal 
order of the polynomial is estimated from error calculations, whereas single
step methods use intermediate points that cannot be used for interpolation 
purposes. 

In order to combine the forward and backward integration needed for sen
sitivity analysis with the adjoint variable approach, the following informa
tion from forward integration must be stored: 
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where o (l) is the order of the interpolating polynomial for computing the state 
at mesh point Il'. If the state for a given time point t E [Ii-I) , I i)] must be 
reconstructed. it is good to use a polynomial of same order for interpolation. 
The Aitken-Neville interpolation algorithm has proven to be efficient and 
reliable. and therefore is used in this application. The polynomjals of order 
oCr) for yet), z(t} , and i(c) are computed from the values of the state coor
dinates at 0(') + 1 mesh points {1(1), 11-1) • ... , l -Jlll 

To be morc precise, let Cit j = 0 to II , be a mesh for interpolating a scalar 
function !(I) at a given point I = T. Then , the algorithm successively com
putes higher order polynomial approximations, starting from the function 
values at the mesh points, 

where PiO ;= /(tl) are polynomials of zero order and the result Pnn is an 
approximation of order n for f(T). To avoid cancellation errors, the formu la 
is used in a Slightly altered form [9] . 

Similar to the combination of forward integration of the equations of mo
tion and performance evaluation , the gradient of I/J can also be computed 
simultaneously with the backward integration of Eqs. 47 and 48 . The gra
dient (Eq. 5 1) can be written as 

where 

_ oC I loH I 
'l.p(I) = - - T -

ap .Jp ,. 

f [aF avT a(Mi+k-q) T ] 
+ - + - fL - (v +~) dT 

, ap ap ap 

(6 1) 

'lop: [I", I'J -> R' (62) 

Differentiating VIjJ(t) with respect to time yields a final value problem, 

_ aF av T a(Mi+k - q)T 
'lop = - - - - fL + (v + ~), 

ap ap ap 
_ iJGI (JH ' 'l.p(t') = - - T' - (63) 

ap ap 
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which can be solved by backward integration similar to that used in the 
adjoint equations. With the resulting value V.p(l~, the gradient can be co m
puted from Eq . 61 . 

Summarizing the computational effort for evaluating the grad ient of a 
functionai l/J, in addition to integrating the equations of motion, a system of 
f + g + h ordinary differential equations, where h is the dimension of the 
parameter space, must be integrated backward in time. Thus , a complete 
analys is and sensitivity analysis by the adjoint variable approach takes the 
time of a numerical integration of 2(1 + g) + (h + J) first-order differential 
equations over the time domain ItO, t l]. For approx imating the gradient by 
fi nite differences, (h + 1 )(f + g + I) first-order differential equations must 
be solved. From the point of view of computational effort , the adjoint vari
able method must be preferred if many parameters are to be varied. 

C. Computing a Reference Gradient 

Before using an optimization algorithm, it is always advisable to check 
the gradient in such a way that the check is independent of additional cal
culations necessary for the adjoint variable approach. Moreover, in thi s pa
per reliable reference values are required for estimating the errors of the 
adjoint variable approach. As will be seen from the examples, using finite 
diffe rences as a zero-order approximation of the gradient is not sufficiently 
reli able for this purpose. 

From a Taylor series 

d.p I I d'.pl .p(p + tlpe,) ~ .p (p) + - tlp + - - , tlp' + ... 
dpk P 2 dpk P 

(64) 

the finite difference 

>I>(p + tlpe,) - .p(p) , 
D(tlp):~ ~ V.p, + D ,tlp + D ,tlp + ... (65) 

tlp 

is obtained , being a function of /lp with D (O) = Vr/lb where 

I dH'.p1 D .- --
j '- (i + I)! dp~+ ' p 

i = 1,2, ... (66) 

Thus, approxi mating D (/lp) by a polynomial of order n and extrapolating it 
to J1p = 0 will give an approximation for Vr/lb with an error of order n + 
I . The approximating polynomial can be found from a mesh of n + 1 pa-
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cameter perturbations ilp('\ i = 0 to It, and D (O) can be computed with the 
Aitken-Neville algorithm for T = O. Choosing ilp(i) = tlp(O)/ (i + I), 

k ~ I to i (67) 

where Llp(O) is a user-defined maximum perturbation and the zero-order ap
proximations Pro := D(ilp(o) must be computed as finite differences. The 
order" can be increased . beginning with one, until a stopping criterion such 
as 

(68) 

is satisfied. where £* > 0 is a given error tolerance. The maximum order 
should be restricted to avoid infinite iteration if the algorithm cannot con
verge because of numerical errors or because Llp(O) is too large. 

V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

The proposed method is applied to two dynamic systems, a simple os
cillator with one degree of freedom and a model of a manipulator with five 
degrees of freedom. The sensitivity of the solution to changes in several 
parameters is calculated and the resuhs are compared (0 results computed 
by fmite differences. All numerical experiments are carried out on an APOLLO 
DN3000 workstation with a roundoff error of about 10- 16

, 

A. Simple Oscillator 

The oscillator of Fig. 2 is described by linear differential equations 

y = z, mi = -cy (69) 

Fig. 2 Simple oscillator. 
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and in itial conditions 

y(O) = O. ,(0) = '0 (70) 

The objective function is the position of the oscillator for a given final time 
t' = ,,/2; i.e. [6], 

",: = y' (71) 

The stiffness coefficient c and the initial velocity Zo are chosen to be variable; 
i.e. , p = (c, zoJT E R 2. The mass m may be a constant , m = I . 

An analytical solution is available for thi s simple oscillator. Thus, the 
example is welJ-suited to testing the accuracy of both the adjoint variable 
approach and the approximation by finite differences. With the solution for 
the position, 

(72) 

the sensitivity of the objective function of Eq. 71 is 

(73) 

(74) 

The deviations of the results computed by the adjoint variable method and 
the finite difference approach from these exact solutions are considered as 
errors, 

e"'j':= IV",.,j' - V"" I and e"., := IV""., - V"',I. k = 1.2 (75) 

respectively. The reference parameter point for numerical ex.periments is p 
= [1 , O.st. for which the exact solutions are '" = 0.5, Vl/ll = -0.25, and 

V"" = I. 
Figure 3 shows the errors of all three proposed methods for a fixed in

tegration tolerance E rel = £abs = 10- 9
• As expected, sensitivity analysis with 

finite differences (Eq. 12) has an optimal parameter perturbation where cr· 
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Fig. 3 Error> of sensitivity analysis for simple oscillator; deviations from V.p, are shown. 
-- adjoint variable approach 

t:. finite differences 
o extnlpolation procedure . 

rors are minimal. However, even for this optimal perturbation, the error is 
much higher than the error eadj' of the adjoint variable approach, which is 
of the same order as the integration tolerance. For the extrapolation pro
cedure described in section IV.C, the user-defined starting perturbation ilp(O) 
is chosen to be ilp. The numbers in brackets indicate the order of the ap
proximating polynomial for D(ilp). The tolerance for the stopping criterion 
(Eq. 68) is E* = 10-8

• The error is nearly independent of ilp(O) and almost 
as low as the error made by the adjoint variable approach. Thus, the ex
trapolation procedure seems to give a reliable reference gradient for check
ing the adjoint variable approach. 

It is also interesting to note the dependence of the errors on the integration 
tolerance, E := E"" = E ab •• From Fig. 4, it can be seen that the error eadjl of 
the adjoint variable approach is always lower than the integration tolerance, 
whereas even the best finite difference approximation for a certain given 
integration tolerance is worse than eadj l. Increasing ilp in Fig. 4b seems to 
decrease the error in the finite difference approximation of V 1/1,. This unusual 
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Fig. 4 Sensitivity analysis of simple oscillator with different error tolerances for VofJ, (al and 
VofJ, (bl. 
B adjoint variable approach 
-A finite difference approximation for several parameter penurbations 
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behavior is due to the fact thaI the function 1/1 depends linearly on the pa
rameter Zo and , consequently, the zero-order approximation is exact. Thus. 
increasing tlp reduces the influence of errors in '" on the finite differences. 

Further numerical experiments have shown comparable results for severa) 
different performance measures that also include velocity and acce leration 
coordinates. In no case has loss of accuracy been observed with the adjoint 
variable approach. 

B. Manipulator 

As a second example, the nonlinear model of a manipulator with five 
degrees of freedom is considered. The model shown in Fig. 5 is already too 
complex for generating the equations of motion and the adjoint equations 
with pencil and paper. Therefore, the program NEWEUL [10] was used for 
computing the equations of motion symbolically and symbolic computation 
of the adjoint equations was supported by the program MAPLE [II ]. 

The posi tion of the robot is described by five generalized coordinates; i.e., 
y = [21 , GA I, Y2, 8£2, AL3t. The generalized coordinate velocity vector 
is chosen to be z = y. The manipulator is described in detail in Ref. I as 
a test example for comparing several multibody system codes . Deviating 
from that model, in this paper the applied forces are chosen to be time in
variant; i.e . , F2Y = L2Y = L3X = 0, F I2 and LIZ being variable param-

z, 
~GAI 

L :;;r ~ ~ x, ----= -=r '-y;.y-
r 

Z1 ~ -..?, 
'-.- \ 

" 

Y, 

~x 
"'ie. S Manipulator. 
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eters. Furthennore. the final time tl. dimension L , mass M2 of body two, 
and the moment of inertia I3Z are chosen as variable parameters of the sys
tem; i.e . p = [FIZ, LIZ, t1

, L, M2, J3zt. The initial conditions are set to 
Yo = 7.0(1 = O. 

The objective is to find the sensitivity of the motion to changes in severa] 
parameters of the system. Let r~ be lhe end position of the center of body 
three for given parameters P. and Jet r~* be a given reference position that 
is achieved for parameters p* = [5000, 200, 0 .5, 0 .5, 150, 4.3f. Then, 
the objective function is defined by 

(76) 

An interesting point is the accuracy of the adjoint variable approach for 
this complex nonlinear dynamic system compared to the finite difference 
approximation . The reference values of the gradient are computed by the 
adjoint variable method and the extrapolation procedure with smallest error 
tolerances possible. For the parameters p = [4500, 220, 0.5 , 0.5, ISS, 4 .21', 

- 0.6597 . .. x 10- 4 ± 0.6 x IO- IS 

0.9200 ... x IO- s ± 0.5 x 10- 15 

0.1438 ... ± 0.1 x 10- 12 

"lop = 
0.6811. .. 10- 2 ± 0.4 x 10- 11 (77) 

x 

0.5922 ... x 10- 3 ± 0.5 x 10- 13 

-0. 1837 ... x 10- 4 ± 0.6 x 10- 14 

where the confidence interval results from the differences of both compu
tations. Figure 6 shows the same qualitative dependence of the deviations 
on the error tolenmce as for the simple oscillator. 

A second interesting comparison can be made regarding numerical effi
ciency. For this purpose. the number of variable parameters is increased 
from one to six , adding variable parameters in the sequence given above. 
Figure 7 shows execution times for completing an analysis and computing 
the sensitivity information. The execution time for analysis of dynamic be
havior is taken to be one time unit. As expected, approximating the gradient 
by finite differences takes one time unit for every parameter to be varied. 
Small deviations are due to the slightly changed dynamic behavior for per
turbed parameters. In contrast, the increase in execution time due to con
sideration of more variable parameters is much less than one time unit per 
parameter for the adjoint variable approach. However, it should be noted 
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6. 7. 

that the solution of the adjoint equations already takes a considerable amount 
of execution time, independent of the number of parameters. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The optimization of multibody systems is formulated as a nonlinear pro
gramming problem under rather general assumptions. The missing link be
tween multibody dynamic analysis codes for computing dynamic behavior 
and optimization codes is the sensitivity analysis of the objective and con
straint functions with respect to parameter perturbations. For this purpose, 
the adjoint variable approach is applied to the ftrst-order diffen:ntial equa
tions of motion for holonomic as well as non-holonomic multibody systems. 
With this method, an additional set of ordinary differential equations is gen
erated, which can be solved by numerical backward integration with little 
more computational effort than the analysis of the dynamic behavior requires. 
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The combined forward and backward integration is performed by a multi
step integration algorithm with order and step-size control. Interpolations 
are carried out by an Aitken-Neville interpolation algorithm. 

Applications of the proposed method to two examples, a simple oscillator 
and a robot system, show much higher accuracy of the adjoint variable method 
than can be achieved with the finite difference approximation. Although the 
method has been tested only for two examples, it seems to compute reliable 
gradients, which are necessary for good convergence of optimization 
algorithms. 
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